
s a new year begins, Europe's manufacturers are still spinning after last 

year's economic carnage. But if there's one thing about a global crisis. it 

certainly helps focus the executive mind. 

Today's manufactured products are probably the best - and the most 

efficiently produced - the world has ever seen. Yet, rapidly imploding 

markets. plummeting indicators. dried-up investment, rising costs. and short 

orders are already shaking the very foundations of the global manufactur

ing community. 

And the journey ahead looks like it's going to get even rockier. 

Radical cost cutting is the obvious survival mantra. But where there's pain, there can also be 

gain. Perhaps it's time to focus on how you can use the journey to make the most of the future. 

The world may look very different when we finally emerge from the current deep down

turn. Being ready to adapt to that new world is critical. 

IT is one of the most important strategic initiatives that can still drive competitiveness, 

efficiency. and cost reductions in troubled times. It can also help transform the company 

into a more streamlined and agile enterprise that's ready to cope with a more demanding 

and volatile resurgent economy in the years ahead. 

Leaning the production process to drive down costs and waste, tightening supply chains 

to make the company more responsive, integrating production and business systems to gain 

efficiencies and speed, exploring digital factory technologies to create greater agility, and 

restructuring major contracts with key suppliers are smart strategies for manufacturers to 

implement in the months ahead. 

Every innovation, every efficiency gain, and every opportunity to bridge costly gaps in the 

manufacturing IT ecosystem will help. 

The pressure is on. Now is the time to use all the technological tools in the box to help cre

ate a more efficient, agile enterprise that can cope successfully in tomorrow's volatile world. 

Improvements made now will streamline the organisation for years to come. 

A Fresh Look For 2008 

At Manufacturing Executive. we believe in the value of transformation .We also believe 

that our readers deserve the very best in a magazine. So we've had our design team create 

a totally fresh look. debuting with this issue. The new Manufacturing Executive is sharper, 

bolder. and more insightful than ever.We hope it will help you take a fresh look at trans

forming your enterprise in the year ahead. ~ 

Pou/ 7ClIe is EteclIfive Editor lljtvlanufacturing Executive. 
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